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Co-Creators Lucy Guerin and Robi Rusdiana
Director/Choreographer Lucy Guerin
Composer Robi Rusdiana
Lighting Designer Paul Lim
Sound Designer Nick Roux
Costume Designer Andrew Treloar

DANCERS
Rebecca Jensen
Melanie Lane
Amber McCartney
Ashley McLellan
Lilian Steiner

Five dancers and eight metal-heads share the
stage in this meeting of cultures, art forms,
languages and belief systems.
Melbourne-based dance company Lucy Guerin
Inc collaborates with Ensemble Tikoro, a
heavy metal choir who come direct from the
underground music scene in Bandung for their
first appearance outside Indonesia.

SINGERS, ENSEMBLE TIKORO

Metal was created in both Melbourne and
Bandung, a town that sits beneath Tangkuban
Perahu. This active volcano embodies the
idea of one world spilling into another,
where the crust of the earth is thin and what
is known and not known converge with
explosive energy.

Ardyansah
Arum Dwi Hanantoro
Mahatma Adi Hartoko
Mita Siti Kulsum
Tandani Mutaqim
Handriansyah Nugraha
Robi Rusdiana
Agung Suryana

Co-created by Lucy Guerin and Ensemble
Tikoro’s Robi Rusdiana, the performance sees
heavy metal and traditional throat singing
collide with contemporary Australian dance in
an encounter that ultimately transforms them
both, as the ghosts of tradition merge with
music and dance to invent new mythologies
for a globalised world.

Producer Aneke McCulloch
Associate Producer (Indonesia)
Common Room
Production Manager Sam Doyle
for First In Last Out
Stage Manager Josh Sherrin
LGI Studio Producer Tom Pritchard
LGI Company Administrator
Pippa O’Brien

PROJECT TEAM
Producer Millie Rushton
Production Manager Mikkel Mynster
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Metal is a co-commission between Asia TOPA, Arts Centre
Melbourne and Théâtre de la Ville. With support from Playking
Foundation, the Sidney Myer Fund, the Besen Family Foundation,
Eirene Lucas Foundation, Union House Theatre, and Dance at
the University of Melbourne. This project has been assisted by
the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts
funding and advisory body, the Victorian Government through
Creative Victoria, and the City of Melbourne arts grants.

CHOREOGRAPHER & DIRECTOR’S NOTES
I was drawn to working with Ensemble
Tikoro because of the profound contradiction
between their world and ours. The extremity
of their heavy metal roots is almost a polar
opposite to the detailed delicacy of much
of my choreography. But I found the idea of
bringing these two worlds together irresistible.
It seemed a path to exploding both into a
form that could represent the challenges and
progress of globalisation in a live way. Could
we create a means of communicating through
a shared process, experience and empathy,
while celebrating each other’s unique natures?
Idealistic thoughts occurred of how the world
could be both one and many. We have learned
a lot about each other’s lives, art forms and
cultures but it’s just the beginning and there is
still so much that is unknown.
I developed an interest in Indonesian music
through working with the phenomenal
Indonesian duo Senyawa in 2017. Their music
prompted me to look further into this surprising
and compelling genre that I never knew existed
and to delve deeper into the Indonesian
underground music scene. I first saw Ensemble
Tikoro online and emailed Robi Rusdiana, who
is the leader of the choir based in Bandung.
We immediately decided to meet and to see
if we had an interest in working together.
We definitely did.
The singers of Ensemble Tikoro are filled with
the tension between a suppressed scream and
a ferocious roar. It is the sound of a political
history of repression that is embedded in their
voices and bodies. Heavy metal and other forms
of Western music were banned for many years
in Indonesia and re-emerged in experimental
forms in Bandung as an underground expression
of resistance and individuality. Ensemble Tikoro
perform in outdoor community spaces, disused
buildings, theatres, universities and many other
places. Though heavy metal is a western form,
their version contains the sound of gamelan
and other traditional instruments as well as
the vocal sounds of the Wayang (Indonesian
puppet theatre).
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The choreography for the dancers is both
improvised and set. It is a response to the music
and a counterpoint to the power of the voices
but has its own mercurial strength. Beginning in
a space of pure form and function the dancers
are drawn into the intensity of the sound, using
the local story of the volcano, and the volatile
shifting crust of the earth as a score. With the
choir, I was interested in the possibilities for
them to travel around the stage rather than be
immobilised by instruments.
Metal has been rehearsed both in Bandung
and Melbourne. When the dancers and I went
to Bandung, which sits beneath the volatile
volcano Tangkuban Perahu, we were taken to
a heavy metal battle, a traditional ceremony
at the mouth of the volcano, an underground
experimental music gig in an abandoned
building and much more. All these seemingly
contradictory influences have in various ways
served as source material for the piece. Metal
begins in separate worlds that eventually crack
open to reveal something that is beyond the
realm of either: a doorway to a new form and
a new future.
Lucy Guerin
Lucy Guerin Inc
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COMPOSER’S NOTES
Lucy Guerin and these great dancers, they
arrived like angels, inviting we who are hiding
in the dark and deep holes. They invited us to
dance and sing louder – louder than we have
ever done before. It’s like the meeting of little
devils with an angel mother. So many new
experiences and feelings, as well as awareness
about the potential of the body that we have.
Lucy led us, as a whole, through barriers that we
had never traced before.
Metal is a music we love, but we’re also maligned
for that love – many people hate and avoid this
music, and we are hated too. But not for Lucy
and the dancers – they embraced us and metal
music with great joy. Together we decided to
look for meaning and ask new questions of
metal itself, not only as music, but to dive into
the material of talking about metal itself. When
Ensemble Tikoro and I sang and danced with the
dancers from Lucy Guerin Inc, we were happy
to be aligning metal particles more dangerously
and deeply.

Many interesting things came out of this process
for myself and Ensemble Tikoro. Previously, we
had always presented music formally, playing
with a conductor or reading notations, like
playing music in a usual orchestra or choir.
But in Metal, we have to sing, move, count and
memorise all the material (and have fun). It turns
out this can be done and is a potential that we
had not realised – it turns out we are able to do
it. So many of our vocal and timbre techniques
have only just been discovered in the process
of compiling Metal exercises.
Hopefully the new experience that came
out of this process will be accepted by the
audience who witness Metal. Maybe this has
never happened before – metal-heads from
the underground metal music community
collaborating with contemporary dancers.
Hopefully it becomes a catharsis or catalyst
or whatever opens our minds. There are many
things in this world that we don’t recognise or
don’t realise, so we can miss them, yet they are
present in our own bodies. And Metal for all.
Robi Rusdiana
Ensemble Tikoro
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BIOGRAPHIES
LUCY GUERIN – CO-CREATOR AND CHOREOGRAPHER

ROBI RUSDIANA – CO-CREATOR AND COMPOSER

Born in Adelaide, Australia, Lucy Guerin
graduated from the Centre for Performing Arts
in 1982 before joining the companies of Russell
Dumas (Dance Exchange) and Nanette Hassall
(Danceworks). She moved to New York in 1989
for seven years where she danced with Tere
O’Connor Dance, the Bebe Miller Company and
Sara Rudner, and began to produce her first
choreographic works.

Robi Rusdiana was born and lives in Bandung,
West Java, Indonesia. He has been interested
in music since childhood and after graduating
from high school was accepted into Studio
5 Music School to study classical piano. In
2005 he studied in the music department of
the University of Pendidikan Indonesia and
graduated with a Bachelor of Music in 2010.
In 2011 he commenced a Masters program at
ISBI Bvandung, and graduated with a Master
of Arts in 2013.

Guerin returned to Australia in 1996 and worked
as an independent artist, creating new dance
works including Two Lies (1996), Robbery
Waitress on Bail (1997), Heavy (1999) and
The Ends of Things (2000).
In 2002, she established Lucy Guerin Inc
in Melbourne to support the development,
creation and touring of new works with a focus
on challenging and extending the concepts
and practice of contemporary dance. Recent
works include The Dark Chorus (2016),
Split and Attractor (2017) and Make Your
Own World (2019).

Robi plays piano as his major instrument and
learnt music composition from Iwan Gunawan,
Oya Yukarya, Doddy Satya Ekagustdiman, and
others. Robi is the founder of Ensemble Tikoro,
an extreme metal vocals ensemble using metal
vocal techniques, throat singing, gangsa, and
exploring other extended vocal techniques.
Since 2015, Robi has been a lecturer at Telkom
University in sound design and cultural studies,
and teaches piano and counterpoint at the
University of Pasundan.

Guerin has toured her work extensively in
Europe, Asia and North America as well as to
most of Australia’s major festivals and venues.
She has been commissioned by Chunky
Move, Dance Works Rotterdam (Netherlands),
Mikhail Baryshnikov’s White Oak Dance Project
(USA), Lyon Opera Ballet (France), Skånes
Dansteater (Sweden) and Rambert (UK)
among many others.
Her awards include the Sidney Myer Performing
Arts Award, a New York Dance and Performance
Award (a ‘Bessie’), several Green Room Awards,
three Helpmann Awards and three Australian
Dance Awards. In 2016, Lucy received the
Australia Council Award for Dance.
lucyguerininc.com
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ENSEMBLE TIKORO – SINGERS
Ensemble Tikoro is a contemporary music
group using throat singing, gangsa and extended
vocals, and dominated by vocal techniques
from extreme metal music such as death
metal, black metal, thrash metal, hardcore,
punk, etc. The members of Ensemble Tikoro
are metal-heads from the underground metal
community of Bandung, playing contemporary
music with classical notation or combined with
other musical scores, with a strong interest in
traditional culture.
Robi Rusdiana founded Ensemble Tikoro in
2012 while working on a project for his Masters.
Ensemble Tikoro continued collaborating and
performing live after Rusdiana completed his
Masters, creating over 30 pieces composed by
Rusdiana and working with dance, theatre,
visual and experimental art. Ensemble Tikoro’s
motto is “…and contemporary music for all,”
interpreted from Metallica’s “...and justice for all.”

MEMBERS
Tandani Mutaqim, AKA Glennd. Born in
Bandung, Mutaqim started listening to metal
music when he was at junior high school. He
studied at the English Department of Pasundan
University and graduated with a Bachelor of
English Literature in 2009. Mutaqim is active
in the underground music movement, running

Image: Gregory Lorenzutti.
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gigs in Bandung and forming a number of
metal bands, as the vocalist in death metal acts
Bloodgush and Dismemberment Torture, and
his current black metal band Sethos. He joined
Ensemble Tikoro in 2012.
Mahatma Adi Hartoko, AKA Koko, was born in
Bandung and has been a dedicated metal-head
since he was a teenager, travelling widely to see
metal concerts. He joined Ensemble Tikoro in
2012 and is a record collector and cassette seller.
Arum Dwi Hanantoro, was born in Bandung
and studied at the music department of
Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, graduating
with a Bachelor of Music. He is active with
student choirs, plays trombone for EL-BE Jazz
Big Band, and earned a Master of Arts from
ISBI Bandung in 2017 with a final project titled
Rhythmical Mantra. Arum joined Ensemble
Tikoro in 2012 and is both a lecturer and the
vocalist for one of Indonesia’s most famous
brutal death metal bands, Bleeding Corpse.
Ardyansah, AKA Bokir, was born and lives
in Bandung and is the vocalist for Metalmix
Percussion, a metal band featuring a wide
variety of percussion. He joined Ensemble
Tikoro in 2012 and has worked across many
industries as a massage therapist, carpenter,
construction worker, cleaner, barista, and more.
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Handriansyah Nugraha, AKA BoomBoom,
was born and lives in Bandung. He has a deep
interest in Sundanese culture and punk and
metal underground music, and is a founder of
Karinding Riot, a bamboo-instrument-based
group playing punk and metal. He studied
at the Karawitan (classical gamelan music)
department at ISBI Bandung and graduated with
a Bachelor of Art in 2015, going on to complete a
Master of Humanities at Universitas Padjadjaran
in 2018. He joined Ensemble Tikoro in 2012 and
is currently working on projects with traditional
instruments, publishing a zine and podcast, and
selling tobacco and honey.
Agung Suryana, AKA Agrog, was born in
Bandung and began his career in metal music
in senior high school, as a vocalist with the
band Luminous Hunter. From 2013 to 2019 he
played with Beside, one of Indonesia’s most
famous metal bands, performing at Wacken
Open Air Germany in 2017 and touring Asia
in 2018. Agrog graduated from the Visual Art
Department at Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia
with a Bachelor of Art Education and joined
Ensemble Tikoro in 2015. He currently works as
a government official for Kabupaten Bandung
Barat while exercising his creativity with
Ensemble Tikoro.

Mita Siti Kulsum was born in Banjar and has
been active in theatre since junior high school,
joining Bandung cabaret group Smile and
theatre group Study Teater Bandung (STB). She
studied Karawitan (classical gamelan music)
at SMK 10 Bandung, specialising in the Kacapi
(zither-like) instrument and Kawih (light)
vocals, before completing the Bachelor program
in 2011 at ISBI Bandung and continuing her
involvement with theatre as a member of the
Neo Theater Indonesia community. She was
appointed to represent Indonesia at the Suzuki
Company of TOGA (SCOT) in Japan in 2017. Mita
has dedicated much of her life to becoming a
singer, studying traditional Sundanese singing
techniques such as Sinden and Kawih, as well as
Javanese vocal techniques from Peni Candrarini,
basic Indian vocal techniques from Shruti,
and experimental vocal techniques developed
with Ensemble Tikoro. She has performed with
Ensemble Tikoro multiple times, including
at Pekan Komonis Muda (Jakarta, 2013), the
International Gamelan Festival (Solo, 2018) and
at Young Composer (Solo, 2017). In addition
to performing with Ensemble Tikoro, Mita is a
member of bands including Embryo Proyexxx,
Malire and Maw & Wang.
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MELANIE LANE – DANCER

AMBER MCCARTNEY – DANCER

Melanie Lane is a Javanese/Australian
choreographer and performer.

Amber is a Melbourne-based freelance dance
artist. Since graduating from the Victorian
College of the Arts in 2012, she has worked for
several Australian companies and independent
artists. She has performed for Chunky Move’s
Token Armies, Dancenorth’s OneInfinity (Gideon
Obarzanek & Amber Haines), Antony Hamilton
Projects’ Number of the Machine, Tasdance’s
Reactor and James Batchelor’s Red Shift and
Island with international tours of Deepspace,
Multiplication, Violence & Metasystems. Amber
has been working closely with Prue Lang since
2011, performing in Project F, Yoni, Accumulation,
Spaceproject, A Ten Minute Event of Lived
Abstraction and Stellar Project.

Based in Europe from 2000–2014, Melanie
worked with artists such as Arco Renz, Club
Guy and Roni, and Tino Seghal, performing
internationally. In Australia, Melanie has
performed with Lucy Guerin Inc, Antony
Hamilton Projects and Chunky Move, and has
collaborated with artists Ash Keating, Bridie
Lunney and Amos Gebhardt.
In 2015, Melanie was appointed Resident
Director at Lucy Guerin Inc and has created
new works for Chunky Move (2016) and
Sydney Dance Company (2017). Melanie has
established a repertory of works presented
at international festivals and venues such as
Tanz im August, Uzes Danse Festival, Arts
House Melbourne, O Espaco do Tempo,
Festival Antigel, Dance Massive and HAU
Hebbel am Ufer Berlin. She has been artist
in residence at Dock 11 Berlin, Tanzwerkstatt
Berlin and Schauspielhaus Leipzig.
As a teacher, she has taught for companies
such as Carte Blanche Norway, Sasha
Waltz and Guests, Chunky Move, Danish
Dance Theatre and Skanes Dansteater,
among others.
Melanie was a 2017 Helpmann Award
nominee for ‘Best Female Dancer’ in Lucy
Guerin’s Split and received the Leipziger
Bewegungskunstpreis 2018 for her
choreographic work Wonderwomen. Melanie
won the 2018 Keir Choreographic Award.
melanielane.info/about
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ASHLEY MCLELLAN – DANCER
Ashley McLellan graduated from the Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts in 2010
with an Advanced Diploma in Performing Arts
(Dance). During and after her training, Ashley
performed with the West Australian Ballet, under
the directorship of Ivan Cavallari until 2011.
She has worked with artists including Melanie
Lane, Graham Murphy, Garry Stewart, Ivan
Cavallari, Nana Bilus Abaffy, Tony Yap, Alisdair
Macindoe, Kyle Page, Amber Haines, Geoffrey
Watson, Stephanie Lake, Ross McCormack, Lee
Serle, Lucy Guerin Inc and Gideon Obarzanek.
Ashley joined Dancenorth Australia as a fulltime dancer in 2015 and is currently performing
with them.
Ashley has choreographed and performed in
short works including Other (2013), Pearl (2014)
for Lucy Guerin Inc’s Pieces for Small Spaces
season, and Free Dive (2017) with Dancenorth.

LILIAN STEINER – DANCER
Lilian Steiner is a Melbourne-based dancer and
choreographer working within dance, the visual
arts and experimental sound performance.
Since graduating from the Victorian College of
the Arts in 2010, Lilian has worked with Lucy
Guerin Inc across many projects (Structure and
Sadness, Weather, Motion Picture, The Dark
Chorus, Split and Make Your Own World), and
has worked with choreographers including
Phillip Adams (Balletlab), Shelley Lasica,
Melanie Lane, Brooke Stamp, Leah Landau and
Rennie McDougall; visual artists Sally Smart,
Brooke Andrew, Ash Keating, Mikala Dwyer and
Alicia Frankovic; architect Matthew Bird (Studio
Bird); and sound artists JLIN, Anna Homler and
Richie Cyngler. Lilian received the Green Room
Award for Best Female Dancer in both 2017 and
2018, as well as the Helpmann Award for Best
Female Ballet Dancer in 2017.
Lilian’s own choreographic projects have been
presented nationally and internationally and
most notably include Memoir for Rivers and
The Dictator (Dance Massive 2019, with an
excerpt originally commissioned for the Kier
Choreographic Award 2018 and presented at
Constellations Festival (Toulon, France) and
Les Plateaux de la Briqueterie (Paris, France)).
She has also choreographed Metal Under Venus
- The Fall of the Sun (Hong Kong International
Choreography Festival, 2017), Admission into the
Everyday Sublime (Next Wave Festival, 2016),
BUNKER (Melbourne Fringe Festival, 2015),
Noise Quartet Meditation (Melbourne Fringe
Festival, 2014; Dance Massive 2017; Rencontres
Chorégraphiques Internationales de Seine-SaintDenis, Paris; and Féte de la Musique, Geneva
2018), Meditation (Melbourne Now, NGV, 2014)
and The Call to Connect – Voyager Recordings
(Lucy Guerin Inc’s Pieces for Small Spaces,
2012). Noise Quartet Meditation received the 2015
Green Room Award for Concept and Realisation.
liliansteiner.com/about
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REBECCA JENSEN – DANCER
Rebecca Jensen is a Melbourne-based, New
Zealand-born dancer, choreographer and
teacher. Her notable works include: Deep Sea
Dances (Dance Massive 2017), Explorer (Kier
Choreographic Award finalist 2016) and Blue
Illusion (Victorian College of the Arts 2018).
Rebecca collaborates with Sarah Aiken;
together they have created OVERWORLD
(Next Wave Festival 2014; Dance Massive
2015) and Underworld (Supercell Festival
Brisbane; Northcote Town Hall 2017), and
founded ongoing participatory project
Deep Soulful Sweats, which has been
presented both nationally and internationally.
Rebecca has presented work with Liquid
Architecture including: Sinkhole (RMIT
DesignHub); Free Fall (Venice Biennale 2018;
MPavillion 2018) and Spring 1883 (2016) as
well as Within an Inner (2011) for Lucy Guerin
Inc’s Pieces for Small Spaces. She has worked
with a range of artists including Jo Lloyd,
Shelley Lasica, Lucy Guerin, Atlanta Eke,
Sandra Parker, Natalie Abbott, Nathan Gray,
Balletlab, Rennie McDougall, Public Movement
(Israel), Mårten Spångberg (Sweden) and Lee
Serle. Rebecca was a recipient of DanceWEB
Europe scholarship in 2015.
rebeccajensen.xyz
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PAUL LIM – LIGHTING

NICK ROUX – SOUND DESIGNER

Paul is a Melbourne-based lighting designer with
a broad range of experience in theatrical and
event production. His multifaceted knowledge
has been used to provide integrated solutions for
theatre, festivals and events around the world.
Lighting design credits include: The Dark Chorus
and Split (Lucy Guerin Inc); The Magic Flute
(New Zealand Opera); Changes and Siva (Black
Grace Dance Company); Fault Lines (Le Shan
Modern Dance Company); Trapper and Robot
Song (Arena Theatre Company); Hot Brown
Honey, Briefs: Close Encounters, Briefs: The
Second Coming and Yana Alana: Queen Kong
(Briefs Factory). Paul is a director of Additive,
providing lighting design and technical solutions
to the entertainment industry.

Nick Roux is an artist working in sound and
video. His work is primarily focused on live
performance and has manifested itself in
composition, instrument creation, computer
programming and visual/spatial design. He has
created work locally and internationally across
a wide spectrum of artistic platforms from solo
gallery performances to multi-million-dollar
main stage theatrical productions.
nickroux.com

additive.lighting

ANDREW TRELOAR – COSTUME DESIGNER
Andrew Treloar has been pursuing his art
practice since 2009, alongside a clothing design
career. His practice is grounded in drawing and
extends to painting, installation, performance
and transdisciplinary actions. His first solo
exhibition, A Figurative Relationship, was at Red
Gallery in 2010, followed in 2012 by An Other
Thing at Kings ARI. He completed his Masters
in Contemporary Art in 2012 and is currently
undertaking a Masters in Fine Art by research,
studying the interrelationships of human
movement within art practice. He has won a
number of awards and grants including the Mary
and Lou Senini award at McClelland Gallery and
the Fiona Myer Award.
Recent works include drawings, a short series of
dance films and a series of dance-based events
performed in pre-conditioned spaces. He enjoys
collaborative relationships with a number of
artists and choreographers and companies
including Dancenorth, Henry Jock Walker,
Leah Landau, Jo Lloyd and Shian Law. He has
exhibited and performed with them in various
projects in Melbourne and further afield.
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RAJAH (LYRICS)

RAJAH

Neda agung nya paralun, neda jembar
hampurana

Forgiveness from greatness, forgiveness for all

Hampura sapapanjangna, hampura
sapapanjangna

Everlasting forgiveness,
Everlasting forgiveness
Here is something that though separate, is never
divided in two

Nyanggakeun

Always remains as one

Pisahna henteu ngajadi dua, tunggalna
henteu ngahiji

Though alone in essence, it is never solitary

Ayana aya, ayana euweuh
Aya teu euweuh, euweuh teu aya

Existence is there, existence is not there
As something out of sight is present

Hampura sapapanjangna, hampura
sapapanjangna..

Everlasting forgiveness
Everlasting forgiveness
(Translation of the final song in the show)
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